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Easy to cook and delicious to eat Lebanese breakfast and starter recipes. A mixture of meat and

vegetarian dishes that friends and family will love. Great for experienced chefs and first time
cooks.

“This wide-ranging collection of healthy recipes is a great resource for parents who are eager to
get their kids to eat more vegetables.”—Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorRachel Boyett posts her family veggie and vegan recipes on her popular

Instagram @littleveggieeats and blog littleveggieeats.com. She is a mother of three and a

lifetime vegetarian. When she started weaning she quickly realized that rather than being an
extra level of work, weaning was actually really fun and a great opportunity to get creative. Her

own style of cooking and recipes has evolved as her family has grown and now she’s a firm
believer in one meal for all the family. --This text refers to the paperback edition.

Arlette Haddad-Boutros’s book is a welcome alternative to the ever-increasing number of
cookbooks. Arlette has provided the housewife who has a family to cook for, and perhaps has a

job outside the home, with a set of recipes which provide variety, simplicity and novelty.Being
herself Lebanese, the dishes she describes, and also illustrates withappetising clarity, are from
the Lebanese repertoire, but she has simplified them and made them more easily accessible to

a wider public. She has also made innovations in traditional Lebanese recipes which retain their

basic tastes and values while bringing them into line with modern demands for healthy eating.
Olive oil, for example, is the main cooking medium specified in the recipes.The choice comes

from Arlette’s own experience in providing meals for her family acceptable to her Lebanese

husband and her British-cultured children. This makes her book of special interest to all the
increasing number of immigrant and transient families in the societies of the West for whom their

cooking remains the most important link to their native cultures, but who must also adapt to their
new homes and the new varieties of foods available.Arlette’s book provides a most useful and

attractive contribution to the kitchens of our multi-cultural societies.Cecil HouraniArlette HaddadBoutros’sGraduated in interiorarchitecture and designin Lebanon 1974 beforetraining as a

typographer and graphic designer.Specialising in elegant,intricate and ornatecalligraphic

designs, she has created a number of original borders andpatterns forLetraset, Epson,
Tektronix, OKI and many more.She has designed a range of corporate Arabictypefaces for
organisations

such

as

Apple

Computer,

IBM,

The

British

Council,Al-Hayat

Group,

Lahamagazine, Al Arabiya, ART and Rotana Al Khaleejiah.Arlette’s other creative talents include
a range of unique handmade high quality shawls and a great passion for cooking.She has lived
in the UK since 1976.enjoyLebanese healthy recipes for family and friends Easy to cook and
delicious to eat Arlette Haddad-Boutrosenjoy Lebanese healthy recipes for family and friends
Easy to cookand delicious to eatWriting and images supplied by Arlette Boutrosunless
otherwise stated.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in

any form or by any means,electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without
the prior written permission of the publisher,except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages
in a review.Design, editing and production: Arlette BoutrosFood preparation for photography:
Arlette BoutrosPhotography: Brian WouldFirst editionThis edition © 2014Publisher: Boutros

Internationalwww.boutrosfonts.comThe author is most grateful and wishes to thank Cecil

Hourani for his major contributionsand to thank in particular:Ann Stepien, Raymond Atallah,

Mourad, Daniel and Mark Boutros, Huda Husseini, Peter McCreeand others whom I may have
missed for their support.IntoductionI started cooking at an early age in Lebanon learning from

my mother. Since then I have always enjoyed cooking and providing healthy and appetizing food

for my family and friends.I was trained and work as a graphic and design artist, and I have tried
to introduce the creative spirit into the kitchen.Over the years I have used my imagination to
cook dishes based on traditional recipes but with new ingredients or tastes. There are some

basic rules of chemistry and common sense which must be followed in the kitchen, but within
these rules there is unlimited scope for experiment and innovation. NotesFor all recipes: follow

one set of measurements only (grams, ounces or cups) and not a mixture. Standard cups and
spoons measurements are level. When using appropriate cup, shake dry ingredients loosely. Do

not tap the cup. The conversions are approximate only and will not affect the cooking results.1
Australian standard tablespoon is 20ml. (1 cup= 250ml = 8fl oz).Cooks in Australia should use 3

teaspoons in place of 1 tablespoon.Oven and grill (broiler) should be preheated to the specified

temperature.If using a fan assisted oven: follow the manufacturer’s instructions for adjusting the
time,because fan ovens vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, or set the temperature a bit
lower than stated in recipes, the cooking time will be slightly reduced and no-pre-heated is

needed.ConversionsApprox. grams to ounces and ml to cups and ouncesMediterranean

shopping list Anise seeds (yansoon)They come from anise pods and have a sweet taste.
Used as well for puddings and pastries as ground anise. The seeds can also be used as tea (for
relaxing) and for small children to ease, the teething pains and for digestion.Aubergine (known

also as eggplant).Burghul (burgul) cracked wheatThis is made from wheat which has been

boiled, dried and then ground. It is available in a variety of sizes in both brown and white.
Orange-blossom water (mazaher)Also known as flower water. This fragrant liquid is made from

the essence of bitter-orange blossoms and is used in sweet dishes as well as in white coffee by
adding 1 teaspoon to 1 cup of boiling water.Broad (fava) beans (ful-akhdar)Available in two
different varieties, large split and peeled beans and small brown beans, which can be canned or

dried. Using a falafel maker: press down the special lever and scoop out as much paste as you

can with the spatula that comes with it and smooth the top carefully, then sprinkle some sesame

seeds pressing very gently onto the paste. Drop into the hot oil by releasing the lever.Caraway
seeds (carawia)These seeds have a warm taste and can be used ground.Chickpeas (also
known as garbanzos, when canned).Courgette (known also as zucchini).Coriander (known also
as cilantro).MasticCollected from the Greek pistacias lentiscus tree. It comes as small yellow

pale pebbles and needs to be ground before using. Okra (bamyeh)Available in different sizes
(the small ones are easier to cook). It can be found frozen, canned or fresh. Pomegranate

molasses (dibis al-ruman)Made from sour pomegranate juice which is boiled until thick. to a

thick consistency. Gives a nice flavouring to meat, vegetables, stuffings and sauces.Rose water
(maward)Another fragrant liquid distilled from rose petals and is used in both savoury and sweet

puddings. Use rose water by adding 1teaspoon to a dish, too much will infuse it with bitter taste,
often together with orange-blossom water. SumacSumac are ground dried berries which have a
lemony flavour.Sesame seedsGrown in hot countries and used (raw or toasted) in pastries and
with different ingredients.SemolinaThe hard part of wheat, sifted out either coarse or fine.
Coarse semolina is used to make cakes and fine is used instead of flour to give a lighter

texture.Tahini (sesame paste)It comes as a thick paste and is made from ground raw sesame
seeds. (Stir the oil back to the paste before using.)Flat wraps (pitta bread)Available in round

shapes and in different sizes. Wraps are thinner than pitta bread. Either can be used. Suitable for

freezing.Vine (grape) leaves (warak enab)Are available fresh, packed in brine or in airtight jars.
They must be cooked in boiling water until they soften.Dishes Aubergines (eggplants), yogurt

and nuts 11 Aubergines (eggplants) with tahini 14Calf or chicken liver 3Chicken wings
in honey sauce 7 Feta cheese rolls 8 Chicken satay with peanut butter 9 Chickpeas with
olive

oil

dressing

10Chickpea

purée

(hummus)

13

Sautéed

eggs and potatoes 4Tiger prawns (shrimp) in garlic sauce 5Sesame prawn (shrimp) toasts

6 Scrambled eggs with frankfurters 2Pepper (bell) and mushroom omelette 1Stuffed vine
(grape) leaves 12Pepper (bell) and mushroom omelette1Ingredients8 medium mushrooms,

sliced2 spring (scallions) onions finely chopped1 green (bell) pepper, seeded and diced1 red
(bell) pepper, seeded and diced1 medium tomato, peeled and diced4 medium eggs, beaten
with 1 teaspoonplain (all-purpose) flour1 tablespoon olive oil1/2 teaspoon ground allspiceSalt to

tastePreparation1 Sauté the onions and peppers in warm oil in a pan (on medium heat) for
5minutes. Stir in the mushrooms, tomatoes and seasonings for a further 6-7minutes or until all
tender.2 Pour in the egg mixture and cook until set and golden on both sides, turning or flipping
once. Do not stir.NoteTo remove tomato skin easily: soak in boiling water for 20-30 seconds

before peeling. VariationsAdd 1-2 tablespoons of grated cheese (of your choice) instead of the

flour.Ideal for childrenFreeze: not suitableServes 2-3This dish should be servedhot, with pitta or
toasted

bread1

cup

=

250ml

=

8fl

oz

1

tablespoon

=

15ml

1

teaspoon

=

5mlScrambled eggs with frankfurters2Ingredients3 frankfurters, thinly sliced5 medium eggs,
beaten2 tablespoons olive oil1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil or thyme2 tablespoons pine nuts
(optional)1/2 teaspoon ground allspiceSalt to taste
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Easy to learn. easy to follow instructions and awesome food!”
The book by Natalie Oliver has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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